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9 books in 1—your key to Windows Vista survival!
    Your one-stop guide to new Vista features, video, music, networks, cool hardware, and more    

    Tame and tease Vista's new features with the expert advice in these handy minibooks. From gadgets to glass, desktops to downloads, backups to browsers, find what you need to know about Vista, iPods, free antivirus software, pictures, scumbusting, Windows renovation and resuscitation, and much more.    

    Discover how to     

	Choose and install the right Vista version     
	Rip and burn discs of data, music, or movies     
	Organize your desktop files and folders     
	Spruce up pictures in the Photo Gallery     
	Play music and podcasts anywhere


Welcome to Windows Vista All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies — the no-bull, one-stop Vista reference for the rest of us. Microsoft spent almost five years putting Vista together, and it shows. From a fervent (and frequently irritating) devotion to security at all costs, to a new user interface crackling with Hollywood glitter, to enormous strides in the parts of Windows that folks use most, Vista rates as a landmark achievement in the history of computing.

At the same time, Windows still throws conniption fits like an ornery little cuss, with pitfalls and pratfalls and utterly inscrutable shenanigans galore. If you think using Vista is easy, you haven’t tried hard enough.

If some of this sounds vaguely familiar, it should. Microsoft has touted “security” among the number-one reasons for upgrading Windows in each version over the past decade. User interface improvements have played a crucial role in selling Windows to the unwashed masses since the days when “overlapping windows” — the ability to put one window on top of another — counted as a major achievement.

But this version of Windows is different. No, really. Security improvements go down deep; they aren’t plastered in a thin layer over the top, as has been the case so many times before. The new Aero Glass interface qualifies as a “glittergrade” — a term of derision among propellerheads — to be sure, but being able to peek through the edges of your windows also helps you find the programs and data you want faster, easier, and more accurately. The Sidebar may bear more than a passing resemblance to Konfabulator (now known as Yahoo! Widgets) and a nearly identical Mac OS/X rip-off, er, feature, but Vista’s Sidebar beats the living daylights out of Windows XP’s Active Desktop, which never worked worth the powder to blow it to Redmond.

When it comes to music and movies and photos, Vista has run out far, far ahead of the parade, at least on the PC. If you do anything with any kind of media — which is to say, if you have a life — Vista rules.
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Rationalization in Religions: Judaism, Christianity and IslamDe Gruyter, 2018

	Current tendencies in religious studies and theology show a growing interest for the interchange between religions and the cultures of rationalization surrounding them. The studies published in this volume, based on the international conferences of both the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften and the Israel Academy of Sciences...
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Pro Windows 8.1 Development with XAML and C#Apress, 2014

	Windows 8.1 apps are revolutionizing development on the Windows platform. Fast, fluid, tactile and chrome-free, they provide a brand-new look and feel for Windows users.


	These apps rely on Microsoft's Windows 8 modern UI to provide their rich and engaging user experiences for both desktop and tablet users. The new UI in turn...
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The Mathematics of Computerized Tomography (Classics in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 2001

	By computerized tomography (CT) we mean the reconstruction of a function from its line or plane integrals, irrespective of the field where this technique is applied. In the early 1970s CT was introduced in diagnostic radiology and since then, many other applications of CT have become known, some of them preceding the application in radiology...
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English Vocabulary In Use : ElementaryCambridge University Press, 1999
The first in the family of best-selling vocabulary reference and practice books from elementary to advanced level. Vocabulary is clearly presented and contextualized on left-hand pages with practice activities on facing right-hand pages. This book is primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice text but it can also be used for...
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Beginning Silverlight 3Apress, 2009
Silverlight design tools have important differences compared to those used to create Ajax and JavaScript functionality. Robert Lair takes you on a tour of all the tools, including Microsoft Expression Design, which plays an important part in creating Silverlight assets; Microsoft Expression Blend, which is used to build user...
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Raspberry Pi Supercomputing and Scientific Programming: MPI4PY, NumPy, and SciPy for EnthusiastsApress, 2017

	Build an inexpensive cluster of multiple Raspberry Pi computers and install all the required libraries to write parallel and scientific programs in Python 3. This book covers setting up your Raspberry Pis, installing the necessary software, and making a cluster of multiple Pis. 





	Once the cluster is built, its power...
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